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The process @ LO
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[1]Testing similarities on multi-dimensional space



Defining shape benchmarks
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Resulting shape benchmarks
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Shape benchmarks distributions on parameter space

As result, the distributions of benchmarks usually enclose simply connected regions of couplings  
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Digression

- In the 8 TeV CMS analysis an explicit scan os some 
anomalous couplings was done 


- We organize these points in clusters 

- Even if there is spread on the final result, there is a 

clear pattern on the spread of the limits 

For the 2016 version of this 
analysis we will make the 
reverse exercise
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Fast reinterpretation method

The TS test can also be used as a fast reinterpretation method 


—> Given one sample we can (TS) test which is the most similar shape 
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I do not need to know the physical parameters !!!

TS1

TS2

…

TS SM

My weird shape

(mhh and cost*HH)

https://github.com/kenmimasu/Rosetta/tree/dev/dihiggs [1]

An implementation of the TS test just entering the 5 anomalous couplings 
mentioned here can be found on:

[4] Rosetta: an operator basis translator for Standard Model effective field theory: 
A. Falkowski, B. Fuks, K. Mawatari, K. Mimasu, F. Riva, V. sanz

This was made possible because we have an analytical parametrization of the 
HH topology in terms of these 5 parameters

[3]

Closest Shape benchmark

https://github.com/kenmimasu/Rosetta/tree/dev/dihiggs


comparison between shape interpolation and shape benchmarks

The kl-kt scan is just an demonstration focussed on the sensitivity of shape modifications. The are caveats!!!!

- SM HH BR                

- Ignoring anomalous couplings effect on the contamination of signal on single H

We compare with the sensitivity of a explicit scan and of using the benchmarks results

-> calculated with Delphes recast of the ~3/fb CMS and ATLAS analyses 

     (see Anamika’s talk + backup for validation on shape benchmarks)

- The result/benchmark seems a fair for an first assessment

The 2016 CMS 
analysis were a bit 
sensitive to shape 
modifications
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Let’s take a leap of confidence



Using CMS combo

CMS released a limits from the combination of the hh-channels calculated on the shape benchmarks 

(see L. Cadamuro talk)

It is clear that the relative impact of each channel for different signal topologies changes

=> They are complimentary on the parameter space of anomalous couplings
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Where the limits on some anomalous couplings combinations would be?

This is a demonstration of usage!!!!  

- Assuming SM HH BR 

- Ignoring anomalous single H processes 

The idea is to make possible to estimate the effects of the experimental results on 
your favorite model in case ATLAS and CMS did not consider it
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Interesting features can 
be found on boundaries

C2 = +1 C2 =  0 C2 = -1

See Anamika’s talk for the effect of correlations

- Am I suggesting the experiments should use benchmarks to 
access anomalous couplings ???—> NO!!!!!!! 
- Easy handles to estimation outside experiment


0 = SM-like



Shape benchmarks @ QCD NLO

Request to the authors (see part II of this talk)

—> Have the coefficients up to higher mhh (~3 TeV?)

—> Make the coefficients to cover the 3D kinematics of the Higgs pair 

       —> cost*hh is approximately flat, but after analysis selection it is not completely flat — see backup

       —> mhh cost* can still be a good approximation to reconstruct the hh system, one can add thought pz(hh) to complete the 3D

—> have the same result at 14TeV = future studies

The NLO coefficients only 
goes up to 1 TeV 

=> the shape normalization is 
not correct

The authors of [1] calculated reweighing coefficients to QCD NLO  (parametrized only by mhh)

[5] HH production in non-linear EFT with full mt-dependence at NLO QCD. G. Buchalla, M. Capozi A. Celis G. Heinrich L. Scybozb

• The shapes of the BMs with LO after shape normalization maintain the characteristics up to the 
degree of precision that we can claim with the method!
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Fast reinterpretation method

The TS test can also be used as a fast reinterpretation method 


—> Given one sample we can (TS) test which is the most similar shape 
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I do not need to know the physical parameters !!!

TS1

TS2

…

TS SM

My weird shape

(mhh and cost*HH)

If you want to use different input from 5 anomalous couplings 
(e.g Chromomagnetic, new physics on the loop, off shell 
resonances, HH+X…) you just have some coding homework, 
but the mapping is technically possible 

[3]

 the user should have conscience if it is physically possible !!!!   ;-)

Closest Shape benchmark



Part  II

The official results of the experiments must be precise 
== How to make precise scans with finite computing time? ==
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The process

Pieces of the modifications of the total cross section:

Those coefficients can also be viewed as differential

(15 at LO and 23 at NLO)

+

+

…

Mhh

co
st*

A1

A2

A3

That is a simple concept! How to use it?
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Reweighing event by event 
using representative matrix 

of events 
(e.g. the shape benchmarks) 

Treating the parts of the 
cross section as different 
samples to be combined

Pros

Cons

All the generated event 
statistics has positive weights 


=

Maximal use of MC stats

More intuitive for setting 
limits on parameters 

given the statistical tools 
available on experiments

To set limits on parameters one 
must adapt a framework for 
doing limits on from scans/

shape morphings

Part of the generated MC stats. 
may have negative weights, 

according with the point

Some weights can be large.

I will comment on two methods:

What can we do to extrapolate shapes of a finite collection of MC samples? 

CMS analyses has been 
doing up to now

Matrix Element reweighing: Built-in method on MG_aMC@NLO
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ATLAS has been 
doing up to now



Analytical parametrization of shapes 
Reweighing event by event shape benchmarks

1) Using an MC model that allow simulation of different parts of the matrix 
element squared and binning it 


       - in MG_MC@NLO it means using coupling orders

- There is model ready @5D 

+

+

…

Mhh
co

st*

A1

A2

A3

2) Brute force: generating a large grid of parameter space and fitting the above 
formula in each kinematical bin


- This was done when the tools (1) were not available 

- MC simulations do have statistical uncertainties 


 => The more number of samples on a scan more precise the fit, e.g.

There are 2 practical ways to get the coefficients/bin:

 => This method is not so precise in tails of mhh, but 
for the kinematics space of resolved analyses it was 
well validated and used on all CMS analyzes (but 
bbWW) 

Example of validation on signal region of 
CMS ggbb 2015 recast (Anamika’s talk)

Reweighing 12M MC events (sum of BM)
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Treating pieces of cross section as different samples to be combined

Validation done by L. Cadamuro

Made with the default MGaMC@NLO SM loop model + coupling orders (kindly done by Eleni Vryonidou)

The 5D version (LO) is done (see backup), just ask me out

Only the model with kt-kl animals couplings were available at the time of validation (LO)

     => triangle (t) + box (b) + interference (i)
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There are 2 practical ways to get the shape parts:

1) Using analytical formulas to isolate them from few simulations on different points (see P. Bokan talk)

2) Using an MC model that allow simulation of different parts of the matrix element squared 

Total shape = all the interference parts summed up, with proper coefficients



Conclusions

The method of defining shape benchmarks for HH non-resonant searches (only!)  

- It is based on a pure statistical method 

- It really does not matter which couplings correspond to them

- There is no need to redefine them @NLO


- Different of saying that they do not need to be generated @NLO for studies!! 


- The main goal of it: 

- Allow discovery as soon as possible (or not miss it)


- What is this something precisely (precision on coupling)? To be defined upon discovery 

- In the meanwhile, it appears also to be the simplest solution for:


- Experimental usage: MC tool, sanity checks and optimizations with limited CPU usage

- Theory usage: until a better solution is found, it provides an estimate of the limit on your 

preferred combination of anomalous Higgs couplings.


Experimental results on physics can/need to be more precise  
(eg, for a combination of HH and H in some model framework)


- Two methods for scan of parameters using finite computing resources were discussed

- Technically both methods can be extended to NLO


- MC guys: to have a model that can separate ME^2 parts makes all easier!

- Does ATLAS and CMS need to uniform the method of BSM scan?


- Maybe, for a BSM combination


- The very same shape extrapolation methods can be used for any process

- Including VBF HH !!!
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Backup 
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Cross sections @NLO



The model (LO)

2) There is still a technical 
complication: to mix tree 
level and loop level diagrams 
is not that easy

The model file we were based on form factors to emulate the kinematics of the ggHH *loop induced* 
process


The possibility construct a model that is capable of of generate the *loop induced* process in Madgraph 
is somehow recent. Only like this we could think on generating the different pieces of the matrix element 
separately

1) Added to the default 
SM model on Madgraph

Description of the model:

3) We instead consider 
the gluon-Higgs contact 
interaction as mediated 
by a loop with

Temporary location: /afs/cern.ch/work/a/acarvalh/public/toHH_BSM/loop_sm_5D.tar.gz

To generate the different parts of the Matrix element take a look here 

https://github.com/acarvalh/generateHH/blob/master/reweighting_by_ME/make_proc.py#L20-L35


Reweighing event by event shape benchmarks - some validation

We validate how well can we reweighs events to the 
shape benchmarks on the CMS analyses 


Using the coefficients from the brute force calculation


Example of validation:

Similar results are found with the method (1)

Efficiencies after 
ggbb analysis cuts

Shapes on 
signal region
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Reweighing event by event shape benchmarks - some validation

Shapes on 
signal region
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Cost*HH gen-level @ LO



Reweighing event by event shape benchmarks - some validation
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Binning used for TS test on reinterpretation
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Examples of size of weights  

~400k events/sample


Similar weights distributions to all BMs
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Parameter space scan for clustering
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Some more cluster mappings…
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Some more cluster mappings…


